TREES & PEOPLE

- Distributed 10,268 tree seedlings
- Planted 14,616 large trees equivalent to $5.8 million in benefits over 40 years
- Worked with 3,341 volunteers with an in-kind value of $218,401

EDUCATION & OUTREACH

- Distributed the Roadmap to Planning & Planting Trees – Dallas GIS mapping technology showing more than 1.8 million available tree planting sites in the City of Dallas to the Dallas City Council and the Dallas Parks & Recreation Department
- Partnered with corporations, cities, school districts, agencies, and organizations to implement 40 projects
- Served 25 municipalities/HOA’s/Schools

RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY

- Consulted with City of Mesquite to generate a UFORE study
- Created the ReLeaf program in response to the tornadoes in Lancaster and Forney